ACCOUNTING PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES (E) TASK FORCE

Sunday, March 29, 2015
12:00 – 1:00 p.m.
Phoenix Convention Center North—Room 132—Street Level

ROLL CALL

Dave Jones, Chair  California  Mike Rothman  Minnesota
David Mattax, Vice Chair  Texas  John M. Huff  Missouri
Jim L. Ridling  Alabama  Bruce R. Ramge  Nebraska
Lori K. Wing-Heier  Alaska  Roger A. Sevigny  New Hampshire
Allen W. Kerr  Arkansas  Kenneth E. Kobylowski  New Jersey
Anne Melissa Dowling  Connecticut  Benjamin M. Lawsky  New York
Karen Weldin Stewart  Delaware  Wayne Goodwin  North Carolina
Chester A. McPherson  District of Columbia  Mary Taylor  Ohio
Kevin M. McCarty  Florida  John D. Doak  Oklahoma
Artemio B. Ilagan  Guam  Laura N. Cali  Oregon
James Stephens  Illinois  Teresa D. Miller  Pennsylvania
Stephen W. Robertson  Indiana  Joseph Torti III  Rhode Island
Nick Gerhart  Iowa  Todd E. Kiser  Utah
Ken Selzer  Kansas  Susan L. Donegan  Vermont
Sharon P. Clark  Kentucky  Jacqueline K. Cunningham  Virginia
James J. Donelon  Louisiana  Mike Kreidler  Washington
Eric A. Cioppa  Maine  Michael D. Riley  West Virginia
Al Redmer Jr.  Maryland  Ted Nickel  Wisconsin
Gary Anderson  Massachusetts  Tom Glause  Wyoming
Ann Flood  Michigan

AGENDA

1. Consider Adoption of its Minutes—Kim Hudson (CA)
   • Feb. 10, 2015: E-vote to Reappoint Working Groups and Subgroup
   • Dec. 12, 2014: Year-end Adoption of SSAP No. 107 (ACA Risk-Sharing)
   • Nov. 17, 2014: Fall National Meeting

2. Consider Adoption of its Working Group Reports—Kim Hudson (CA)
   • Statutory Accounting Principles (E) Working Group—Dale Bruggeman (OH)
   • Blanks (E) Working Group—Jacob Garn (UT)
   • Emerging Accounting Issues (E) Working Group—Jim Armstrong (IA)

3. Any Other Matters Brought Before the Task Force—Kim Hudson (CA)

4. Adjournment

NOTE: Attachment Four and Attachment Five will be posted during the Spring National Meeting.